Children’s stories

ITEM: ABBA
Produced by: NRK/Norway
Duration: 03’26
Year: 2005

Title: Mamma Mia
Time used: 0’20
Album title: Gold- Greatest hits
Label: Polydor + Polar
Track: 4
Composer: Benny Andersson/ Bjørn Ulvaeus/ Stikkan Andersson
Author: Monnot
Arranger: Abba
Performer: Abba
ISRC: Polydor + Polar 5170072

Title: The winner takes it all
Time used: 0’22
Album title: Gold- Greatest hits
Label: Polydor + Polar
Track: 8
Composer: Benny Andersson/ Bjørn Ulvaeus
Author: -
Arranger: Abba
Performer: Abba
ISRC: Polydor + Polar 5170072
Title: Dancing Queen  
Time used: 0'44  
Album title: Gold- Greatest hits  
Label: Polydor + Polar  
Track: 1  
Composer: Benny Andersson/ Bjørn Ulvaeus/ Stikkan Andersson  
Author: -  
Arranger: Abba  
Performer: Abba  
ISRC: Polydor + Polar 5170072

Title: Money,Money,Money  
Time used: 0’15  
Album title: Gold- Greatest hits  
Label: Polydor + Polar  
Track: 9  
Composer: Benny Andersson/ Bjørn Ulvaeus/ Stikkan Andersson  
Author: Benny Andersson/ Bjørn Ulvaeus  
Arranger: Abba  
Performer: Abba  
ISRC: Polydor + Polar 5170072

Title: Waterloo  
Time used: 0’22  
Album title: Gold- Greatest hits  
Label: Polydor + Polar  
Track: 19  
Composer: Benny Andersson/ Bjørn Ulvaeus/ Stikkan Andersson  
Author: Benny Andersson/ Bjørn Ulvaeus/ Stikkan Andersson  
Arranger: Benny Andersson/ Bjørn Ulvaeus/ Stikkan Andersson  
Performer: Abba  
ISRC: Polydor + Polar 5170072

Title: Saknar du något min kära  
Time used: 0’12  
Album title: Hootenanny Singers bästa  
Label: Polar  
Track: 17  
Composer: Peter Sarstedt  
Author: Stikkan Andersson  
Arranger:  
Performer: Hootenanny Singers  
ISRC: Polar 847 824-2
For a limited time, Mamma Mia! Here We Go Again is available for purchase at a discounted price. Staying in for the holidays? Have the time of your life and get the sing-along on @movies_anywhere today! http://uni.pictures/MM2_TPR pic.twitter.com/8jdbcKLSOt. 3 replies 47 retweets 380 likes. Reply. 3.